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Abstract

This study introduces Geostationary Lightning Mapper (GLM) “storms” comprised of GLM flashes that can be used to query storm-scale information. The GLM observes entire flash footprints at ~2 ms intervals, which composited over time provide useful fields for identifying and tracking convective storms. The GLM data follow a parent-child hierarchy (flashes-groups-events) modeled after the Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS), but omit an additional parent above flashes analogous to thunderstorms (termed LIS areas). Several methods are explored for defining storm features, ranging from simple space/time criteria to more complex methods leveraging higher-order GLM information. Identification and tracking of GLM storms will provide crucial new capabilities. GLM storms can serve as containers for quantifying, comparing, and applying various datasets best analyzed on the scale of individual thunderstorms. This storm-scale information can be leveraged to aid forecasters during severe weather warning operations and scientists as they explore new means for applying these data.
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